Henham Track

Henham Track is the road ‘out back’, wedged between the mighty Victoria Range to the west and
the other better-known areas to its north east.
This road runs down the valley with the Serra
Range to its east; at a few locations down the valley there are some crags that, while not well
known, offer some worthwhile climbing. The
crags in this sector are unlikely to draw a crowd.
Access is described starting from Boreang
Campground. If coming from Halls Gap, Boreang
is about a 20 minute drive – drive times include
this. See the Moora Moora sector on page 88 for
a larger map that includes the campground.
To get to Boreang from Halls Gap, drive up the Mt
Victory Road for 8.2km and turn left on the
Glenelg River Rd/Victoria Valley Rd (dirt). This
swings right at a T-intersection (gated) and descends westward to the valley floor. The Flat Rock
crossing (Valley Creek) at 5.5.km is a landmark,
and Boreang Campground is on the right, 3km after the creek.
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Moora Moora track is on the left about 150m past
the campground. This is shortest route into this
sector, but there is a ford across Mt Rosea Creek
about 200m further that will need some ground
clearance, especially after wet weather. The gate
here may be closed when wet so if this is the case
a detour is your only option. You can avoid the
ford, and some of the rougher terrain by coming
via Paddy Castle and south on Glenelg River Rd to
Henham Track, or (if closed there) further south
to a track signposted “Outlet Track” but listed
wrongly as either “Heham” or “Henham” on other
maps. Outlet Track has an old gate, but is listed as
open all year, and has a well established bypass.
For a map of these approaches, and the location
of Paddy Castle, see the map at the start of the
Moora Moora sector.
Henham, Outlet and Moora Moora tracks are considered 4WD-only, but I have seen a 2WD Hyundai
at Castle Creek. No phone reception if you get
stuck!

Henham Track

Paddy Castle
25 minutes

4 minutes

east and west

Paddy Castle (also referred to as Paddy’s Castle) is
a lovely little crag, very accessible and with a
number of good but short routes. Located just
south of the Glenelg River Road 2.3km west of the
Boreang (Phillips Island) campsite, it has one of
the shortest approach walks in the Grampians.
See the Moora Moora sector for a map.
From Boreang campsite, head west on the Glenelg
River Rd for 2.3km where the road bends
left/south. Just past the bend a walking track appears on the left, signposted for Paddy Castle.
This is easy to miss – a sign was installed in 2017
but has strangely gone missing again. So, watch
your odometer. S37.17681 E142.39397
Most routes on the cliff face west, with the
routes on the back wall facing east, making it very
versatile depending on weather. To reach the
Front or West Wall, head up the track for about
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200m. Before you reach the cliff, at the base of a
set of about a dozen stone steps that head up and
left, head right on a faint but good track (cairns)
has been obscured – confirm. that heads across
the hillside then up to meet the crag at a fencedin cave. The cave contains some faint Aboriginal
artwork; the metal fence around it is perhaps
more desecration than it prevents. S37.17807
E142.39607
Directions to the Back Wall are given later.
To get to Irish Weetbix, head back left along
the cliffline from the art cave to the large open
cave (pictured above).
Heading right from the artwork, the cliffline deteriorates for perhaps 50m, then when it regains
some stature the finger-crack starting up a few
metres is Storm Trooper. The routes right of
there can be picked out from the descriptions.
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Descent: the summit track heads down the back
(east side) from near the top of the castle, and
passes the back wall on the way. For routes from
Storm Trooper onwards, it is quicker to head
south along the top and then find cairns leading
down and right to the right end of the main cliff. A
pair of rap rings has been added to the large boulder at the top of Wee Bit of Blarney.
Mobile reception is mostly non-existent at the
base but calls can usually be made from the summit.

West Side/Front Wall
1. The Last Rights of Rory O'Meally 10m 18
At the L end of the cliffline is a large roof area with a
hole through it, only visible from a particular spot on
the ground. Mark Shelton, Glenn Tempest 26.2.77

2. To be Slim, To be Slim 12m 10
Start 2m L of Irish Weetbix and head back into the
bowels of the crag to squeeze out the back. Richard
Eustace & Friends 16.11.03

3. *Irish Weetbix 18m 16
Intimidating at the grade. The R-leaning diagonal in
the centre of the cave, with steep, dark rock. Glenn
Tempest, Mark Shelton 26.2.77

4. **Irish Weetbix Variant Start 18m 16
Steep fun. Marked with a white square. From 5m R
of Irish Weetbix, mantle up to a corner. Go up and L
to join Irish Weetbix. Mark Shelton, Glenn Tempest 26.2.77

The following two routes can be considered variants
of Dungeon.

5. Doing a Line 12m 18
Up the corner 4m R of Irish Weetbix
VS (Dungeon) for 4m, then climb
the short orange bum crack on L
wall. Step L then direct up the wall
(small-med cams), and through
the top bulge. Will Monks, Heather
Murray, Ben Wright 16.11.03

6. A Bit of Craic 12m 14
Up Dungeon for 4m, then short orange bum crack on L wall. Step R
to crack and up it, staying out of
Dungeon. If you stay in Dungeon for
a few more metres then step L into
the line, the grade would probably
drop to about 12. Ben Wright, Heather
Murray, Will Monks 16.11.03

7. Dungeon 15m 9
The corner 4m R of Irish Weetbix
VS. Step up from a small boulder
onto lichen, then up to the base of
the corner and up. Tricky for the
grade, and a large cam would be
handy. Iain Sedgman 2.77
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8. *Blarney Stone 15m 8

more bolts to the steep finish. Steve Toal, Jacqui Middle-

Puts value and exposure into the grade! Up the
blocky orange corners R of Dungeon, up to the arête.
Pull R around the roof and up easily, then make a
tricky finish up a mossy wall (small cams handy) to
mantle on top. Glen Donohue, lain Sedgman 23.9.88

ton, Paula Greene 3.11.14

9. Uidhir 15m 13
Mossy crack 15m R of Blarney Stone, veering R to
large scoops. L and over steepening to foot of orange nose. Go 3m L, then up. Iain Sedgman, Glen

15. To Be Sure, To Be Sure 23m 16
Silly traversey stuff that is probably fun. Start as for
Paddywhack. Up to horizontal break, then traverse
5m R to ledge above roof (as for IRA), then diagonally across Hoopie Has a Hernia (and duh, watch out
for rope drag). ‘Grant’ 23.4.95

16. IRA 14m 10

The fenced-in cave is 10m right of Uidhir. Be respectful of the significance of the area. No new
routes should be established here.

Start from a marked square, 10m R of Wee Bit of
Blarney. Step up L onto block, then up to the horizontal and swing R to ledge. Up and exit L of the
roof above, taking care with large, balanced slab
near top. Philip Armstrong, lain Sedgman 26.02.77

10. *Storm Trooper 14m 19

17. Hoopie Has a Hernia 11m 21

'Looks about 12.' - Kevin Lindorff. Start at a white
square 110m R of Uidhir, with a finger-crack in a
clean corner up high. Up, mantle L, up. Glenn Tempest,

Impressive – for an apparent lack of pro if nothing
else! Start 1m R of IRA directly below the triangular
roof. Up over the orange roof at its widest point,
then up to the ledge at 5m (same as IRA). Go
straight up to the next roof, then balance up. Marthijs

Donohue 23.9.88

Mark Shelton 26.2.77

11. *Clever Heather 15m 21
For staying out of it perhaps? Start 12m R of Storm
Trooper, about 3m L of Fredarnehaun. Climb a handcrack for 4m, step L under thin roof. Back R above
roof to short thin corner, up it, then step L to insecure moves on an orange slab just L of a black streak
to gain break under roof. Hand traverse R to an airy
mantle onto ledge. Short easy finish. Will Monks, Ben

Heuperman 23.4.95

Wright 16.11.03

12. Fredarnehaun 14m 14
Corner 15m R of Storm Trooper, with a blank steep
wall above. Initialled with a white square and “F”. Up
corner, R around steep wall and up arête. Iain Sedgman, Philip Armstrong 26.2.77

13. *Wee Bit of Blarney 14m 16
Crack line 5m R of Fredarnehaun. Good steep crack
struggle with two cruxes, and some face holds if you
can’t jam. A large cam is very handy for the top
crack, although there’s an alternative cam placement
on the right wall. Philip Armstrong, lain Sedgman 26.2.77

There are rap rings on the large boulder above Wee
Bit of Blarney/Paddywhack.

14. *Paddywhack 14m 18
Almost a sport route. Start 1.5m R of Wee Bit of
Blarney. Up to small roof (cams), step L onto slab
and up into shallow corner (bolt), then up past two
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Back Wall/East Side
The following routes are on the east-facing back wall
on the other side of the castle. To get there, instead
of turning right at the steps as described, stay on the
main track, up the steps and around the back, and
the crag is soon visible about 15m away through the
bush. If you’ve descended from any of the main wall
routes via the main track, you’ve already seen it. The
best option to reach this wall without much bushbashing is at the right end just after it comes into
view when coming up from the road (small cairn).
Routes are described L to R. S37.17752 E142.39613.
Descend easily via the summit track.

19. Mei’s Route 10m 12

18. My Back Verandah 10m 11

Start about 4m R of My Back Verandah, on the RHS of
an orange block in the middle of the face (the left of
two black cracks). Up to a grey bulge, through this
(crux) then trend L and up to a small overhang at
top. ‘Grant’ and others 21.4.95

At the L end of the wall there is a juggy (and lichenous) crack with a bush at about 6m. Climb the crack
to the roof, then step R and through roof. Marthijs
Heuperman 21.4.95
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Better than the previous. From the start of My Back
Verandah, go up 3m then step R onto the arête/face
(pictured, over). Up. Mei-ying Liew, Helen Merrick 17.4.16

20. Back Again Some Day 10m 18,M0
Was climbed with an aid to place tricky pro. The
weakness 1m R of Mei’s Route, up to the horizontal,
then hand-traverse R to a thin crack which takes fiddly micro-cams or a wire. Up and through the roof
above. Steve Toal, Paula Greene 17.4.16

21. Short Back and Sides 10m 17
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22. *Crack Back ‘n’ Sac 10m 17

23. Back To Scraps 12m 17

Hand-crack 2m R of Short Back & Sides. Has been
known to hand out a spanking to grade 23 sports
climbers. Step up, jam through the small roof and
up the wider crack above. Mantle L and up. A large
cam is handy for the top of the crack. Steve Toal, Paula

The arête at R side of wall, then step around roof.
Loose territory above. Marthijs Heuperman 21.4.95

Greene 12.10.14
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Cirque Creek
rating
35 minutes

20-35 minutes

E

This ‘lost valley’ has a series of minor outcrops
along the walls of a peaceful and pretty gorge.
The walk-in is mainly on or near the creek, meaning the bush is fairly thick, but fortunately not of
the spikey varieties.
As indicated in the intro to this section,
there are two options, depending on if the gate is
locked and how much you value your suspension.
The rougher route is via Moora Moora Track. For
this, from Boreang campground drive 160m west
then turn left onto Moora Moora track (0.0km).
Drive 4.4km down this (passing the turnoff to
Rosea Track) to the first junction of Henham and
Moora Moora Tracks (S37.20819 E142.42844),
then continue another 400m SSW (past Homestead Track on the left) to the second junction.
This is Point A on the map shown in the introduction.
Alternatively to reach this point when the gate is
closed, or as an alternative that is easier driving
and probably similar in time, from Boreang
Campground continue west on Glenelg River Road
past Paddy Castle and to the junction of Lodge Rd
(3.3km). Keep left/south on Glenelg River Rd here
and to the junction of the Henham Track at
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4.6km. Turn left here (if open) and follow Henham Track for another 3.2km over easy terrain to
turn right at Moora Moora Track. (If not open, refer to the Intro for the Outlet Track option). Continue another 400m SSW to reach point A.
Regardless of which of the two options you take,
stay left at this fork (4.8km) to continue on Henham Track. This continues for 1.3km almost dead
straight, then after a few bends descends to a
creek, at 7.3km (via the first route) from Glenelg
River Road. (S37.22322 E142.45242). This is
about 40m after another unnamed side-road on
the right. Park at this side road.
The crags are all north of the road in the creek
valley. All current routes are on the left/west side
(facing east) but there are other nice-looking outcrops on the east side. The original access started
just right (east) of the creek, then made its way up
the valley, but some burning off here during 2021
makes access easier from further uphill (at least
until the regrowth arrives). From the junction of
the side road, head at 90° to Henham Track
(north), uphill for 100m then bearing slightly right
for another 50m until you reach a minor outcrop
on the edge of the gorge. S37.22210°
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E142.45248°. Follow the rim of the gorge northwards for another 120m then descend easily into
it (cairns). Follow a rough track up the left-hand
side for another 140m to the first significant outcrop (Shock Rock) at S37.21968 E142.45303.

1. **Shock Rock 23m 21
Thin crack just R of middle of first buttress on west
bank. (A deep dark diagonal wide crack on the L is a
landmark.) Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue 27.9.91

2. Dews And Dentils 20m 16
From ledge on R side of Shock Rock buttress, go up
beside boulder to V-corner just R of prow, and overhang. Step R, up crack and corner. Glen Donohue, Wayne
Maher 27.9.91

The next route is on the next worthwhile buttress
on the same side of the creek, at S37.21855
E142.45308 (i.e. another 120m up the valley).

3. Ortis The Tortoise 12m 16
Wanders. On L side of next buttress (with a big
prow) another few minutes walk up the west side of
the valley. Up, step L, up, R to corner under overhang, up, L then R. Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue 27.9.91

There’s a crack and L-facing corner on the RH side of
that buttress that looks worthwhile.
Continuing up the valley there’s another steep outcrop 50m further at S37.21816 E142.45292 with no

routes. Another 60m past that is the fourth buttress
at S37.21762 E142.45312 with a steep wall facing
you, and on the right an arête with a yellow overhanging section above a huge fallen block.

4. Redundancy Package 16m 14
Major V-corner at the L end of the fourth outcrop,
about 15m L of the fallen block. Gritty black rock.
Geoff Gledhill, Chris Baxter 2.11.91

5. *Doubtful Invitation 16m 20
Beguiling overhanging crack leading to steep wall
climbing with a sting in the tail. Recommended. Line
6m R of Redundancy Package and just R of a line
leading to a chimney. Chris Baxter, Geoff Gledhill 2.11.91

The wall right of Doubtful Invitation looks very good.
The next two routes are another 140m further up the
valley.

6. Bum Steer 20m 17
A major but frustrating line. The offending block
should go. Last outcrop on north side of creek, near
head of valley, has two major cracks. This is the L
one. Huge loose block at top of crux section was
avoided by the leader climbing down a little, then
finishing up L above tree. Seconded direct. Chris Baxter, Geoff Gledhill 2.11.91

7. *User Friendly 20m 19
Excellent crack R of Bum Steer. Peter Canning, Glen
Donohue, Wayne Maher 2.11.91

There’s an unexplored northfacing buttress at the head of
the valley.
Back on Henham Track,
about 900m past Cirque
Creek there’s another minor
creek. 350m uphill from
here, on its right bank there’s
a minor outcrop that might
be worth exploring. Approximately S37.22798,
E142.46243. Let me know if
you find something worthwhile.
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Castle Creek Lower Cliff
40 minutes

5-10 minutes

north

The Castle Creek valley is home to a series of cliffs
on its southern slopes, culminating in the distinct
summit of Castle Rock. They are largely unknown
and not photographed (until now), but offer some
very good potential for climbing.
The Lower Cliff is a useful beginner’s crag, with a
number of easy and easily-accessed routes from
8m-17m in height. Cleaner, taller and harder
routes are found further up the valley.
The cliffs are listed in the order they are approached (right-to-left) – but of course the climbs
are listed left-to-right. I have changed the names
slightly for clarity, for example ‘Castle Creek’ is
now referenced as ‘Castle Creek Lower’.
Castle Creek is not far from Halls Gap as
the crow flies (around 10km), but access is a circuitous route via Henham track. See Cirque Creek to
describe the options via Moora Moora or Henham
Track to “Point A” on the map. Distances assume
the Moora Moora route.
From “Point A”, stay left at this fork (4.8km) to
continue on Henham Track. Continue another
4.4km from the fork until just after the second
main creek crossing. (You might cross other watercourses depending on the season). Park on the
right just past the crossing. (S37.23539
E142.46625). This is fairly rough in spots so a 4WD
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with good ground clearance is required, otherwise
you might need to park 2-3km earlier and walk.
Any markings were obliterated by a burn-off
during 2021, but at least the scrub is lighter. Enter the bush on the left (east) side about 30m past
the creek. Head at 90° from the road then sidle
upwards along the hillside. A cliffline forms above
you, but stay 20m down the slope below it until it
becomes more significant. 5 minutes walk will get
you to the first (right-most) routes. S37.23529°
E142.46791° (this is the first buttress right of The
Bonatti Pillow, near the right edge of the topo
above.). The remaining routes are only another 5
minutes (or less) further.
The track reaches the cliff at some low outcrops and the cliff progressively gets higher as you
go further left. There are five main landmarks,
listed in the order they are approached: the first
is a small (1m) L-facing corner that is formed by a
detached pinnacle, just past several conifers. This
is The Bonatti Pillow. The second is a triangular
black roof @2.5m, see Temptation. The third and
most obvious is a leaning, 7m-high pillar (‘the pillar’) that stands in front of the cliff, this is in front
of Designer Stubble and reference point for Jodd.
It’s easier to walk around the outside of it. The
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next is the descent gully, at S37.23532°
E142.46879°. The fifth is an orange prow with a
left-facing corner on its left, capped by a large
roof, this is the reference for Bourke’s Backyard.

ter Canning 10.08.91

1. Bourke's Backyard 8m 8

7. Making Babies 10m 18

Face 5m L of roofed corner and 1m L of arête. Good
stance at 2m up. Andrew Eccleshall, James Storer 10.08.91

Short V-groove 2m L of Greasy Daze. L from top of
this, then up. Chris Baxter, Geoff Gledhill 10.6.96

The next two routes are on the right side of the buttress with the roofed corner on the L..

8. Greasy Daze 8m 11

2. Tombstone Blondes 12m 16

12.6.95

Start L of Frying and Crying. Corner to roof, then L and
up crack. Ray Perry, Gerald Gierer, John Knowles, Liz Sawyers,

Next, the descent gully is here.

Michelle Scott, Peter Thomson 24.10.92

3. *Frying and Crying 10m 15
Small corner on R of face, R of roofed corner. Finish
around flake. Ross Taylor, Peter Canning 10.08.91

6. *Blue Sashes 10m 8
R one of twin lines 10m L of the descent gully and
7m R of distinctive roof and V-corner. James Storer, Pe-

Crack just left of descent gully. Geoff Gledhill, Chris Baxter

9. Solid as a Rock 14m 19
Overgrown, but perhaps has potential after some
pruning. L side (faces east) of bulging arête, 5m L of
the wide crack of Designer Stubble. Graeme Smith, Glen
Donohue, Andrew Webb 10.08.91

4. Dripping And Gripping 10m 14

10. Designer Stubble 12m 19

Open corner 5m R of the arête R of the roofed corner, and 2m R of Frying And Crying. Chris Baxter, Geoff

Offwidth crack behind the pillar, between Jodd and
Solid As A Rock, and 5m R of the arête. Bring the biggest pro (XL and XXL). Chris Baxter, Karen Muir, Peter Muir

Gledhill 12.6.95

The next two routes are on a narrow buttress of nice
orange rock about 10m left of the descent gully.

5. *Farmer Jones 10m 10
Line 1m L of Blue Sashes, and 1m R of the chimney.
Up into the V-corner above. Ross Taylor, Andrew Ec-

14.5.95

11. Jodd 15m 14
L-facing corner 4m R of the pillar. Use flake on L
wall. James Storer, Andrew Eccleshall 10.08.91

cleshall 10.08.91
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The route “8c+” (15), Baxter and Gledhill, 1995 was a
repeat of Jodd. Sorry guys, you can’t claim the first
ascent of 8c+ in Australia. Nice try but nah.
There’s a lower tier below you at this point that
might have some routes. See the topo.
These next few routes are on the broken face right
of Jodd. Several routes are cairned but landmarks
are hard to describe. The wall is delimited by a set
of conifers that are just left of Dirty Weekend.

12. Indian Summer 15m 15
Line 1.5 m L of Assisted Passage. Wayne Maher, Chris Baxter, George Cooper, Stephen Hamilton, Pia Larque, Kenji Takasaki, Wendy Robertson 23.02.03

13. Assisted Passage 15m 17
Cairned. Front of buttress 2m L of Pink Mist. Balancy
crux near top. Chris Baxter, George Cooper, Stephen Hamilton, Kenji Takasaki, Pia Larque, Wayne Maher 23.02.03

14. Pink Mist 15m 13
Line 3m L of By George!. Step R below headwall and
ﬁnish up BG. Chris Baxter, Stephen Hamilton 26.04.03

15. By George! 15m 12
Cairned. Line 2m L of Numpties, in front of dead,
partly-burnt, forked fallen gum tree. I can’t believe I
put 6 adjectives in a row in one sentence. But then,
that’s two less than the names in the FA below. Step
L at 10m. Up. Chris Baxter, George Cooper, Stephen Hamilton,
Kenji Takasaki, Pia Larque, Kaitlyn Maher, Wayne Maher, Wendy
Robertson 23.02.03

16. Numpties 15m 16
Cairned. Start 5m L of Graveyard Shift and 1m L of
conifer/s. Thin crack, then up and slightly L. Stephen
Hamilton, Chris Baxter. George Cooper, Kenji Takasaki, Pia
Larque, Wayne Maher, Wendy Robertson 23.02.03

The next routes start on the right side of a group of
conifers – the first two either need pruning or some
struggle with vegetation.

17. *Graveyard Shift 17m 17
Up to V-depression of Dirty Weekend. Step L and
climb flaky line, moving L near top. Glen Donohue,
Wayne Maher 21.07.91

18. Dirty Weekend 17m 15
Up to V-depression 1m L of scrubby groove (Pacemaker) and 3m L of Deadline Frenzy. Finish straight
up. Andrew Webb, Glen Donohue, Graeme Smith 10.08.91
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19. Pacemaker 12m 14

24. Fraggie Rock 12m 16

Groove 1m R of Dirty Weekend. Michael Stone, Chris Bax-

Rib between Temptation and Wimping Out. Up and R
at top. Chris Baxter, Natasha Calli, Jen Stone, Michael Stone

ter, Sue Baxter, David Gairns 26.3.95

20. *Deadline Frenzy 17m 21

20.04.03

'Dedicated to despairing guidebook editors.' Thanks,
Wayne. Orange wall 2m L of Designer Climb, below
the highest point of this section of the cliff, and 1m L
of the V-groove of Pacemaker. Wayne Maher, Glen

A landmark here is a black triangular roof @2.5m,
referred to as a ‘cave’ in the next two descriptions.

Donohue 21.07.91

21. Designer Climb 17m 17
Discontinuous cracks, 2m L of Living Daylights. Up
until it steepens, then step R from jug to escape the
steeper finish. Someone should give it a direct finish.
Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue 21.07.91

22. Living Daylights 17m 19
Wall, then thin crack, behind conifers. Wayne Maher,
Glen Donohue 21.07.91

23. Wimping Out 12m 16
Overgrown recessed corner 9m L of pillar and 1m R
of twin conifers. James Storer, Peter Canning 10.08.91
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25. Temptation 12m 19
“The only way to overcome temptation is to yield to
it.” - Oscar Wilde. Up bulging wall 2m R of Wimping
Out and just left of cave. Chris Baxter, David Gairns 6.05.95

26. Femme Fatale 10m 14
Steep but with amazingly commodious holds. Start
up R arête of cave, 2m L of On The Road Again. Up.
Chris Baxter, Cassandra Azzaro, Geoff Gledhill 10.06.96

27. On The Road Again 12m 13
Groove 3m L of Grimace. Chris Baxter, Sue Baxter, David
Gairns, Michael Stone 26.3.95

28. *The Vice Squad 12m 19
Superb face-climbing up middle of orange buttress
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1.5m L of Grimace. Chris Baxter, Natasha Calli, Jen Stone, Michael Stone 20.4.03

29. Grimace 12m 18
The line with orange rock on L and a black wall on
the R, 3m L of The Bonatti Pillow. Ross Taylor, Andrew Eccleshall 10.08.91

30. 1066 11m 21
Face between Grimace and Tin Men, with a testing
exit. Stephen Hamilton, Chris Baxter 26.04.03

31. Tin Men 12m 10
Crack up L side of the pillar (The Bonatti Pillow). Peter
Smith, Mark Jones 04.94

32. The Bonatti Pillow 12m 10
Front of the semi-detached pillar, 3m R of Grimace
and 1m R of Tin Men. Chris Baxter, Sue Baxter, David Gairns,
Michael Stone 26.3.95

33. SOS 10m 17
Subtle line with hard start 6m R of pillar near R end
of right-hand cliff and immediately L of a conifer
(not used). David Gairns, Chris Baxter 6.5.95

Lower Middle Cliff
From 18m down the hill below the roofed corner
(near Bourke’s Backyard), a line of cairns begins
which leads across and right (facing out) to the
Lower Middle Cliff and from there to the Middle
and Upper cliffs.
The first buttress you come to (“Lower Middle”) is
small and compact, split by a deep crack. No recorded routes, but I did climb the crack and face
left of the deep crack before ripping a hold off
when above the crux and taking the plummet
(and then heading home with my tail between my
legs). Someone needs to finish the job.
S37.23496° E142.46943°
There’s a second buttress about 8m further, also
with no known routes.
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